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The adjustable bed specialists. 
(800) 421-2277

Flex-A-Bed Premier
Model 780

Whether your customer leads an active, healthy lifestyle, 
or suffers from injury or chronic pain, Flex-A-Bed is 
the answer to their search for a perfect night’s sleep. 
That’s because Flex-A-Bed adjusts precisely to achieve 
the perfect sleeping position, enabling anyone to wake 
rested and refreshed.

The Flex-A-Bed Premier sets the standard for comfort 
and convenience in an adjustable bed. Every amenity 
Flex-A-Bed offers can be added to the Premier model. 
This fully customizable bed can be designed and built 
in hundreds of configurations so that every customer’s 
specific needs are fulfilled.  A customer that is truly 
concerned with a quality night’s sleep will never 
second-guess their decision to purchase the Premier.

And remember, every Flex-A-Bed is hand-built by 
expert craftsmen in LaFayette, Georgia using the same 
principles of care and consideration we have built our 
reputation on since 1969.

Flex-A-Bed Premier Features

The Flex-A-Bed Premier has a lifetime warranty.

Every option Flex-A-Bed offers is available with the 

Premier model, which is fully customizable and hand-

built to your customers’ specifications by expert 

craftsmen in the U.S.A.

The deluxe mattress is made with premium fabrics  

and plush top comfort.

Customers may choose from deluxe innerspring 

construction in soft, medium firm and extra firm.  

The Flex-A-Bed Premier’s mattress is also available in 

memory foam, latex or a combination innerspring/

memory foam option.

Available with optional single or dual-timed massage. 

The perfect sleep position for the head and feet is within 

reach with easy to use hand controls and the Flex-A-Bed 

Premier’s Swift-Adjust™ Motors.

The Premier model attaches to your customer’s existing 

headboard to match their décor. We also include a 

mattress retainer cover for the foot of the bed.

The Flex-A-Bed Premier is available in twin, full, queen,  

dual queen, king, dual king, California king – all in 

various lengths.

The height of the Flex-A-Bed Premier can be customized 

from 19 to 30 inches.

The Premier model comes standard with a high-density 

foam foundation and heavy-duty base made with 

Advantech® material that will not warp, break or squeak.
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